WALL ST CHILLED...
MORE JOBS LOST...
Democrats propose $1.9 trillion increase in debt limit...

THE DAY HEALTH CARE DIED
Russia diversifies into Canadian dollars; Moving away from USA...

Russia to boost navy over U.S. missile plans...

CABLE NEWS RACE
TUES. JAN. 19, 2010
ELECTION NIGHT

FOXNEWS HANNITY 6,809,000
FOXNEWS GRETA 6,399,000
FOXNEWS O'REILLY 5,228,000
FOXNEWS BECK 3,446,000
FOXNEWS BAIER 3,338,000
FOXNEWS SHEP 3,241,000
CNN KING 1,681,000
CNN COOPER 1,508,000
CNN BROWN 1,308,000
MSNBC OLBERMANN 1,274,000
MSNBC MADDOW 1,236,000
CNN BLITZER 1,135,000
CNNHN BEHAR 845,000
MSNBC HARDBALL 798,000

BOOK RACE:
HEILEMANN/HALPERIN 'GAME CHANGE' SCANS 57,329 IN OPENING WEEK...
DEVELOPING...

DER SPIEGEL: The World Bids Farewell to Obama...

KISS OF DEATH? Obama Will

Pelosi: House lacks votes to OK Senate health bill...

Feds prepare to give 200,000 Haitian illegal immigrants 'protected status'...

Russia says to start Iran nuclear plant in 2010...

Brown heads to Washington...

SUPREME COURT DEALS
MCCAIN/FEINGOLD SEVERE BLOW...

New Pacific Storm Endangers Los Angeles, Phoenix Communities...

Radar...

Warnings/Watches...

Chinese media hit at 'White House's GOOGLE'...

China's growth accelerates to 10.7%...

Bowling manager charged after rival lanes burn...

Asked About White House Ambitions...

UN abandons climate change deadline...

Chief admits mistake on Himalayas warning...

AIR FRANCE to charge obese passengers for 2 seats...

REFRESH DRUDGE REPORT FOR LATEST...
Travel to Nevada for Reid Next Month...

Obama seeks bigger banking restrictions...

Chavez: US Weapon Test Caused Haiti Earthquake...

Quincy Jones organizes 'We Are the World' sequel...

Gates orders extra US support for Haiti...

Mass graves swell; Doctors fear more death...

Thousands eat, sleep, wash and defecate in open camps...

REPORT: CIA Contractor Now Flying Spy Drone Over Haiti...

iPhone application 'translates baby's cries' for parents...

REPORT: Couple arrested for stealing credit card from dead friend -- who died on their couch...

WHO'S YOUR DADDY?

Aide alleges Edwards Had Him Steal Diaper to Secretly Check his Paternity...

Tragedy In Skies: Infant Dies On Plane...
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